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Improvement in TF-IDF scheme for Web
Pages and its Retrieval Accuracy

Kazunari SUGIYAMA♥ Kenji HATANO♦
Masatoshi YOSHIKAWA♠ Shunsuke UEMURA♦

In IR (information retrieval) systems based on the vector
space model, the tf-idf scheme is widely used to characterize
documents. However, in the case of documents with hyper-
link structures such as Web pages, it is necessary to develop
a technique for representing the contents of Web pages more
accurately by exploiting that of their hyperlinked neighbor-
ing pages. In this paper, we first propose some methods for
improving the tf-idf scheme for a target Web page by using
the contents of its hyperlinked neighboring pages, and then
compare retrieval accuracy of our proposed methods.

1. Introduction
The WWW (World Wide Web) is a useful resource for users to ob-

tain a great variety of information. However, since the number of
Web pages continues to grow, it is getting more and more difficult
for users to find relevant information on the WWW. Under these
circumstances, search engines are one of the most popular meth-
ods for finding valuable information effectively. Recently, in order
to obtain more higher retrieval accuracy, the hyperlink structures of
Web pages are taken into account in IR systems. For example, IR
systems based on the concept of “Optimal Document Granularity”
using the hyperlink structures of Web pages [1, 2, 3] are proposed.
However, as for these works, we do not believe that users could un-
derstand the search results intuitively because the multiple query
keywords disperse in several hyperlinked Web pages. In addition,
although HITS (Hypertext Induced Topic Search) [4] and PageRank
[5] achives higher retrieval accuracy using the hyperlink structures
of Web pages, these algorithms have shortcomings in that (1) the
weight for a Web page is merely defined; and (2) the relativity of
contents among hyperlinked Web pages is not considered. As a re-
sult, the problem of Web pages irrelevant to user’s query often being
ranked higher still remains. Therefore, in order to provide users
with relevant Web pages, it is necessary to develop a technique for
representing the contents of Web pages more accurately. To achieve
this purpose, we have proposed some methods for improving a fea-
ture vector for target Web page [6]. Our proposed methods, however,
also have a problem in that only Web pages out-linked from a tar-
get Web page are exploited to generate the feature vector of target
Web page. Therefore, in this paper, we propose three methods for im-
proving the tf-idf scheme [7] for a target Web page using both its in-
and out-linked pages in order to represent the contents of the target
Web page more accurately. Our method is novel in improving tf-idf
based feature vector of target Web page by reflecting the contents of
its hyperlinked neighboring Web pages.

2. Proposed Method
On the basis of the problems of IR systems described in Section

1, in order to represent the contents of Web pages more accurately,
the feature vector of a Web page should be generated by using the
contents of its hyperlinked neighboring pages. We, therefore, pro-
pose improving the tf-idf scheme for a target Web page by using the
contents of its hyperlinked neighboring pages. Unlike the works de-
scribed in Section 1, our method is novel in improving tf-idf based
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feature vector of a target Web page by reflecting the contents of its
hyperlinked neighboring Web pages.

In the following discussion, let a target page be ptgt. Then, we
define i as the number of the shortest directed path from ptgt. Let
us assume that there are Ni Web pages (pi1 , pi2 , · · · , piNi

) in the ith

level from ptgt. Moreover, we denote the feature vector wptgt of ptgt as
follows:

wptgt = (w
ptgt
t1
,w

ptgt
t2
, · · · ,wptgt

tm ), (1)

where m is the number of unique terms in the Web page collection,
and tk(k = 1, 2, · · · ,m) denotes the each term. Using the tf-idf scheme,
we also define the each element w

ptgt
tk

of wptgt as follows:

w
ptgt
tk
=

t f (tk , ptgt)∑m
s=1 t f (ts , ptgt)

· log
Nweb

d f (tk)
, (2)

where t f (tk , ptgt) is the frequency of term tk in the target page ptgt,
Nweb is the total number of Web pages in the collection, and d f (tk) is
the number of Web pages in which term tk appears. Below, we refer
to wptgt as the “initial feature vector.” Subsequently, we denote the
improved feature vector w′ptgt as follows:

w′ptgt = (w
′ptgt
t1
,w
′ptgt
t2
, · · · ,w′ptgt

tm ), (3)

and refer to this w′ptgt as the “improved feature vector.” As we de-
scribe below, we propose three methods for improving the “initial
feature vector” based on the tf-idf scheme defined by Equation (2).

Method I
In this method, we reflect the contents of all Web pages at levels

up to L(in)
th in the backward direction and levels up to L(out)

th in the
forward direction from the target page ptgt. Based on the ideas that
(1) there are Web pages similar to the contents of ptgt in the neigh-
borhood of ptgt; and (2) since on one hand such Web pages exist right
near ptgt, on the other hand they might exist far removed from ptgt

in the vector space, we reflect the distance between wptgt and fea-
ture vector of in- and out-linked pages of ptgt in the vector space on
each element of initial feature vector wptgt . For example, Figure 1(a)
shows that w′ptgt is generated by reflecting the contents of all Web
pages at levels up to second in the backward and forward directions
from ptgt on wptgt . In Figure 1(a), pi j(in) and pi j(out) correspond to the
jth page in the ith level in the backward and forward directions from
ptgt, respectively. Additionally, Figure 1(b) shows that improved fea-
ture vector w′ptgt is generated by reflecting each feature vector of in-
and out-linked pages of ptgt on the initial feature vector wptgt . In this
method, each element w

′ptgt
tk

of w′ptgt is defined as follows:

w
′ptgt
tk

= w
ptgt
tk

+
1

Dim


L(in)∑
i=1

Ni(in)∑
j=1

w
pi j(in)
tk

dis(wptgt ,w
pi j(in) )


+

1
Dim


L(out)∑

i=1

Ni(out)∑
j=1

w
pi j(out)
tk

dis(wptgt ,w
pi j(out) )

 . (4)

If the distance between wptgt and wpi j(in) ,wpi j(out) in the vector space
is very close, the values of the second and third terms of Equation
(4) can be dominant compared with the first term w

ptgt
tk

. Therefore,
in order to prevent this phenomenon, we also define Dim, which
denotes the number of unique terms in the Web page collection.
dis(wptgt ,wpi j(in) ) and dis(wptgt ,wpi j(out) ) are defined the following equa-
tions, respectively:

dis(wptgt ,w
pi j(in) ) =

√√
m∑

k=1

(w
ptgt
tk
− w

pi j(in)
tk

)2,

dis(wptgt ,w
pi j(out) ) =

√√
m∑

k=1

(w
ptgt
tk
− w

pi j(out)
tk

)2 .
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Fig.1 The improvement of a feature vector as performed by Method I [(a) in the Web space, (b) in the vector space].
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Fig.2 The improvement of a feature vector as performed by Method II [(a) in the Web space, (b) in the vector space].

Method II
In this method, we first construct Web page groups Gi(in) at each

level up to L(in)
th in the backward direction, and Gi(out) at each level

up to L(out)
th in the forward direction from the target page ptgt. Then,

we generate w′ptgt by reflecting centroid vectors of clusters generated
from Gi(in) and Gi(out) on initial feature vector wptgt . This method is
based on the idea that Web pages at each level in the backward and
forward directions from ptgt is classified into some topics in the each
level. In addition, we reflect the distance between wptgt and the cen-
troid vectors of the clusters in the vector space on each element of
the initial feature vector wptgt . In other words, we first create Web
page groups Gi(in) and Gi(out) defined as follows:

Gi(in) = {pi1(in) , pi2(in) , · · · , piNi(in)
}, (5)

Gi(out) = {pi1(out) , pi2(out) , · · · , piNi(out)
}, (6)

(i = 1, 2, · · · , L),

and then produce K clusters in each Web page group Gi(in) and Gi(out)

by means of the K-means algorithm [9]. The centroid vectors wgic(in)

and wgic(out) (c = 1, 2, · · · , K) are produced in Gi(in) and Gi(out) , respec-
tively. We generate an improved feature vector w′ptgt by reflecting the
distance between each centroid vector, w

gic(in) , w
gic(out) and the initial

feature vector wptgt on wptgt . For instance, Figure 2(a) shows that we
construct Web page groups G1(in) ,G2(in) , G1(out) , and G2(out) at each level
up to second in the backward and forward direction from ptgt, and
generate an improved feature vector w′ptgt by reflecting the centroid
vectors of each cluster produced in each Web page group G1(in) ,G2(in) ,
G1(out) , and G2(out) on wptgt . Moreover, Figure 2(b) shows that improved
feature vector w′ptgt is generated by reflecting the centroid vectors of
each cluster on wptgt . In this method, we define each element w

′ptgt
tk

of
w′ptgt as follows:

w
′ptgt
tk

= w
ptgt
tk

+
1

Dim


L(in)∑
i=1

K∑
c=1

w
gic(in)
tk

dis(wptgt ,w
gic(in) )


+

1
Dim


L(out)∑

i=1

K∑
c=1

w
gic(out)
tk

dis(wptgt ,w
gic(out) )

 . (7)

We introduce Dim for the purpose of preventing the values of the sec-
ond and third terms from dominating compared with the first term
in Equation (7). dis(wptgt ,wgic(in) ) and dis(wptgt ,wgic(out) ) are defined as
follows:

dis(wptgt ,w
gic(in) ) =

√√
m∑

k=1

(w
ptgt
tk
− w

gic(in)
tk

)2 ,

dis(wptgt ,w
gic(out) ) =

√√
m∑

k=1

(w
ptgt
tk
− w

gic(out)
tk

)2.

Method III
This method is based on the idea that Web pages at levels up to

L(in)
th in the backward direction and levels up to L(out)

th in the for-
ward direction from the target page ptgt is composed of some topics.
According to this idea, we cluster the set of all Web pages at levels
up to L(in)

th in the backward direction and levels up to L(out)
th in the

forward direction from ptgt, and generate w′ptgt by reflecting centroid
vectors of the clusters on the initial feature vector wptgt . Further-
more, we reflect the distance between wptgt and the centroid vector
of the cluster in the vector space on each element of wptgt ; in other
words, we create Web page groups Gi(in) and Gi(out) as defined by Equa-
tion (8) and (9), respectively,
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Fig.3 The improvement of a feature vector as performed by Method III [(a) in the Web space, (b) in the vector space].

Gi(in) = {p11(in) , p12(in) , · · · , p1N1(in)
,

p21(in) , p22(in) , · · · , p2N2(in)
,

pi1(in) , pi2(in) , · · · , piNi(in)
}, (8)
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,
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(i = 1, 2, · · · , L),

and produce K clusters in Gi(in) and Gi(out) by means of the K-means al-
gorithm. The centroid vectors wgc(in) and wgc(out) (c = 1, 2, · · ·K) are pro-
duced in Gi(in) and Gi(out) , respectively. Then, we generate improved
feature vector w′ptgt by reflecting the distance between each centroid
vector wgc(in) , wgc(out) (c = 1, 2, · · · , K) and initial feature vector wptgt on
wptgt . For instance, Figure 3(a) shows that we construct Web page
groups G2(in) and G2(out) at levels up to second in the backward and
forward direction from ptgt, and generate improved feature vector
w′ptgt by reflecting the centroid vectors of clusters produced in Web
page group G2(in) and G2(out) on the initial feature vector wptgt . Fur-
thermore, Figure 3(b) shows that improved feature vector w′ptgt is
generated by reflecting centroid vectors of each cluster on the initial
feature vector wptgt . In this method, each element w

′ptgt
tk

of w′ptgt is
defined as follows:

w
′ptgt
tk

= w
ptgt
tk

+
1

Dim


K∑

c=1

w
gc(in)
tk

dis(wptgt ,wgc(in) )


+

1
Dim


K∑

c=1

w
gc(out)
tk

dis(wptgt ,wgc(out) )

 . (10)

As mentioned in Method I and II, in order to prevent the value of the
second and third term of equation (10) from becoming dominant com-
pared with the original term weight w

ptgt
tk

, we introduce Dim, which
denotes the number of unique terms in the Web page collection. We
also define dis(wptgt ,wgc(in) ) and dis(wptgt ,wgc(out) ) as follows:

dis(wptgt ,wgc(in) ) =

√√
m∑

k=1

(w
ptgt
tk
− w

gc(in)
tk

)2,

dis(wptgt ,wgc(out) ) =

√√
m∑

k=1

(w
ptgt
tk
− w

gc(out)
tk

)2.

3. Experiment
3. 1 Experimental Setup
The experiments to verify the retrieval accuracy were conducted us-
ing the TREC WT10g test collection [10]. Stop words were elimi-
nated from all the Web pages in the collection and stemming was
performed. We formed query vector Q using the terms contained in

the “title” field in each Topics from 451 to 500 at the TREC WT10g
test collection. This query vector Q is denoted as follows:

Q = (qt1 , qt2 , · · · , qtm ), (11)

where m is the number of unique terms in the Web page collection,
and tk(k = 1, 2, · · · ,m) denotes the each term. Each element qtk of Q is
defined as follows:

qtk =

(
0.5 +

0.5 · Q f (tk)∑m
s=1 Q f (ts)

)
· log

Nweb

d f (tk)
(k = 1, 2, · · · ,m), (12)

where Q f (tk), Nweb, and d f (tk) is the number of index terms tk, the to-
tal number of Web pages in the test collection, and the number of
Web pages in which the term tk appears, respectively. As reported
in [11], Equation (12) is the element of a query vector that brings
the best search result. We then compute the similarity sim(w′ptgt ,Q)
between improved feature vector w′ptgt and query vector Q. The
sim(w′ptgt ,Q) is defined as follows:

sim(w′ptgt ,Q) =
w′ptgt ·Q
|w′ptgt | · |Q| . (13)

Based on the value of sim(w′ptgt ,Q), we evaluate retrieval accuracy
using “precision at 11 standard recall levels” described in [12, 13].

3. 2 Experimental Results
We generated improved feature vector w′ptgt for initial feature vec-
tor wptgt of target page ptgt using Method I, II, and III described in
Section 2 with respect to the following cases:
Method I

(MI-a) where the contents of all Web pages at levels up to L(in)
th in the

backward direction from ptgt reflect on the initial feature vector
wptgt ,

(MI-b) where the contents of all Web pages at levels up to L(out)
th in the

forward direction from ptgt reflect on the initial feature vector
wptgt ,

(MI-c) where the contents of all Web pages at levels up to L(in)
th in

the backward direction and levels up to L(out)
th in the forward

direction from ptgt reflect on the initial feature vector wptgt ,
Method II

(MII-a) where the centroid vectors of clusters generated by the group of
Web pages at each level up to L(in)

th in the backward direction
from ptgt reflect on the initial feature vector wptgt ,

(MII-b) where the centroid vectors of clusters generated by the group
of Web pages at each level up to L(out)

th in the forward direction
from ptgt reflect on the initial feature vector wptgt ,

(MII-c) where the centroid vectors of clusters generated by the group of
Web pages at each level up to L(in)

th in the backward direction
and each level up to L(out)

th in the forward direction from ptgt

reflect on the initial feature vector wptgt ,
Method III

(MIII-a) where the centroid vectors of clusters generated by the group
of all Web pages at levels up to L(in)

th in the backward direction
from ptgt reflect on the initial feature vector wptgt ,
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(MIII-b) where the centroid vectors of clusters generated by the group
of all Web pages at levels up to L(out)

th in the forward direction
from ptgt reflect on the initial feature vector wptgt ,

(MIII-c) where the centroid vectors of clusters generated by the group
of all Web pages at levels up to L(in)

th in the backward direction
and levels up to L(out)

th in the forward direction from ptgt reflect
on the initial feature vector wptgt .

In this paper, the space is limited, therefore, we show only the results
that illustrate the comparison of the best retrieval accuracy obtained
using the Method I, II, and III. The detailed results obtained using
these methods and discussions on them are described in [8]. Accord-
ing to these results, we found that we could obtain the best retrieval
accuracy in comparison with the tf-idf scheme, in the case of gener-
ating improved feature vector by creating a group of all Web pages at
levels up to second in the backward direction from ptgt and produc-
ing three clusters from the group in Method III (MIII-a). In addition,
Figure 4 shows that, in any case of Method I, II, and III, the best re-
trieval accuracy is obtained using the contents of in-linked pages of
a target page. Therefore, it is assumed that more accurate feature
vectors of Web pages can be generated by assigning higher weight to
in-linked pages rather than out-linked pages of a target page.
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Fig.4 Comparison of the best search accuracy obtained using

each Method I, II and III.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, in order to represent the contents of Web pages more

accurately, we proposed three methods for improving tf-idf scheme
for Web pages using their hyperlinked neighboring pages. Our ap-
proach is novel in improving tf-idf based feature vector of target Web
page by reflecting the contents of its hyperlinked neighboring pages.
Then, we conducted experiments with regard to the following three
methods:

• the method for reflecting the contents of all Web pages at levels
up to L(in)

th in the backward direction and levels up to L(out)
th in

the forward direction from the target page ptgt,
• the method for reflecting the centroid vectors of clusters gen-

erated from Web page groups created at each level up to L(in)
th

in the backward direction and each level up to L(out)
th in the

forward direction from the target page ptgt,
• the method for reflecting the centroid vectors of clusters gen-

erated from Web page groups created at levels up to L(in)
th in

the backward direction and levels up to L(out)
th in the forward

direction from the target page ptgt,
and evaluated retrieval accuracy of improved feature vector obtained
from each method using recall precision curves. Compared with re-
spective best retrieval accuracy obtained using these three methods,
we found that in-linked pages of a target page mainly affect for gen-
erating feature vector that represents the contents of the target page
more accurately. Consequently, it is assumed that more accurate
feature vector of Web pages can be generated by assigning higher
weight to in-linked pages rather than out-linked pages of a target
page. We plan to verify this assumption in future work.

In this paper, we used the K-means algorithm in order to classify
the features of in- and out-linked pages of a target page. However,
since we have to set the number of clusters initially in the K-means
algorithm, we consider this algorithm to be inappropriate for classi-
fying the features of Web pages that have various link environments.

Therefore, in future work, we plan to devise some clustering methods
appropriate for various link environments of Web pages. Moreover,
in this paper, we focused on the hyperlink structures of the Web aim-
ing at generating more accurate feature vectors of Web pages. How-
ever, in order to satisfy the user’s actual information need, it is more
important to find relevant Web page from the enourmous Web space.
Therefore, we plan to address the technique to provide users with
personalized information.
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